Toward option values of near machine precision using Gaussian Quadrature.
Introduction
Numerical integration of one type or another is at the heart of almost all option pricing. Even the celebrated Black Scholes (1973) formula for European options requires the evaluation of two cumulative normal integrals for which no closed form expression exists. More typically for most other options that cannot be reduced to standard normal integrals (for which many fast and accurate routines exist), numerical integration must be explicitly incorporated into the pricing procedure, often repeatedly.
Numerical integration involves evaluation and summation of the integrand (typically the maximum of a payoff or a continuation value) with probability weights over a number of particular points in stock price. As mentioned, most option pricing problems not only require that numerical procedures are accurate but sufficiently fast to be repeated over many time slices. This is because for options that can be exercised early or have other path dependent features (unlike the European case) multiple time horizons must be considered. Furthermore the minimum number of time slices that can be considered is the number of potential exercise occasions while theoretically for American options (where the continuous opportunity of intraday rather than end of day exercise may be valuable), more than daily time slices may need to be considered. Other path dependent options (such as Barrier options) also require integration at multiple time horizons. For example, the value functions for discretely monitored barrier and reset options need to be evaluated at each of the possible hitting or reset dates.
Thus for most option valuation problems, some form of numerical integration must be repeated many times and coupled to a scheme that tracks option values over different stock prices and times.
Tree and finite difference techniques perform the valuation and interim storage activity by "integrating" over a regular series of locations (triangular or rectangular). Although the regular spacing of nodes or lattice points that these techniques adopt make for ease of exposition and calculation, these methods are not necessarily the most efficient in terms of a speed accuracy trade-off. Furthermore unlike more general methods, the location of points used could be subject to choice, that is to say rather than accept a fixed grid, the option characteristics themselves may suggest another "node" structure that may facilitate faster price convergence with computational effort.
Therefore most exotic options require storage structures that can be adapted to the payoff in question on the exotic; e.g. it is usually easier to price a barrier option if a node is located on the barrier. Furthermore the price of these exotics depend critically on the probability of being very close to or actually hitting the boundary (that is their price function can be of very high order or even discontinuous near certain boundaries). Thus more flexible methods whose time-price storage mechanism can be tailored to the boundaries and payoffs in question are useful, particularly if these new methods also prove more efficient in terms of speed accuracy trade-off.
However, against this flexibility we also need to avoid the so called curse of dimensionality where (unless self similar structures are employed) the number of required calculations can increase geometrically with the number of time slices considered.
The problem we address is that of utilising an accurate and efficient integration method (Quadrature) recursively in a way that maintains accuracy while putting minimal demands on the computational environment (in particular avoiding the curse of dimensionality). This allows a numerical procedure to extract maximum accuracy for minimal effort and leads to unparalleled levels of speed-accuracy. We do this by combining some of the best numerical integration methods (Gauss-Legendre Quadrature) with particular (non regular) positioning of option "nodes" (or quadrature abscissas).
However for some of these non regular structures, the values at other (non evaluated) locations may also have to be estimated via interpolation or another approximation function in order to complete the next integration iteration. Therefore the flexible method developed here that allows choice over node positioning at each time slice while preventing the total number of nodes from growing at too fast a rate with the number of time slices is highly desirable.
In this paper we extend the growing literature on option pricing using Quadrature. This useful and flexible numerical integration tool is a natural choice for option pricing over the fixed time window that an option affords.
Our contribution is at least two fold in that it relates not only to the use of Quadrature methods but also the location and choice of fixed evaluation points as well as the problems associated with the use of approximation functions for interpolation.
Whereas Andricopoulos, Widdicks, Duck, and Newton (2003) (AWDN hereafter) use a more basic Quadrature technique (such as Simpson's rule), we recommend using a Gauss Legendre (GL) technique that converges faster and is therefore more efficient. Sullivan (2000) employed this GL Quadrature method but used approximation functions to reduce the dimensionality of the pricing problem to a double sum due to his choice of node positioning. Since integration nodes were reference with respect to initial stock price, each option valuation in Sullivan used a different set of end nodes, hence the need for smoothed estimates for option values between those already calculated.
We utilise the same procedure as AWDN and base the integration nodes (abscissas) with respect to the non-linearity in the integrand (not with re-spect to the initial stock price). This means that the one set of nodes can be used directly for all prior option price calculations without using a smoothing function.
Thus unlike Sullivan (2000) we are able to mimic the recombining features of tree or grid methods present in AWDN to avoid the curse of dimensionality and minimise the number of interim calculations as well as their accuracy. Similarly unlike AWDN we employ the more efficient quadrature algorithm, that of Gauss Legendre. Thus we seek the speed and accuracy of the best quadrature methods (GL) while retaining flexibility and accuracy at node positions without resorting to interpolation functions.
Numerical option valuation

Simple and Gaussian Legendre quadrature
Quadrature is a fast and flexible method for evaluating integrals numerically when it is not possible to express them in closed form. There are essentially two choices that need to be made when using quadrature. Firstly where to place a number of fixed points (abscissas) x k within the range to be integrated and secondly what form is used to approximate the integral as a weighted function w k of the integrand evaluated at each of the these abscissas x k . Some methods fix the first before the second but better methods fix the two jointly. For example, the integral of the function g(x) over the region a, b is approximated as a weighted sum over n points
The simplest form of quadrature is based on even spacing of abscissas and the Trapezium rule of numerical integration where the integrand is evaluated at neighbouring pairs of these evenly spaced abscissas (each forming a trapezium). These have known area which can then be summed. This rule converges at a rate of n −2 where n is the number of abscissas used. Simpson's rule uses both the slope and the curvature of the integrand, essentially expanding it using a Taylor's series before integrating the expanded series to fixed order. It produces a different weighting function (1,4,2,4,..2,4,1) for the integrand evaluated at the abscissas but one that converges faster in the number of abscissas (a rate of n −4 ). Both of the previous techniques put the abscissas on a fixed grid that does not depend on the shape or order of the integrand function (i.e. its maximum power). A more accurate quadrature technique, and one that is exact if the maximum order of the function is less than the number of abscissas, is the Gauss-Legendre method (GL).
In the GL method, the abscissas x k within the integration interval are not fixed but chosen in a particular fashion according to the maximum order and power dependence of the integrand function (the minimum power dependence is assumed to be zero). Were this maximum order of the integrand known a priori, then the number of abscissas could be chosen accordingly and the resulting weighted average function applied would be exact and not approximate. Exactitude rests on the ability to expand the integrand exactly so
Essentially for each power j present in the function g(x) above we solve not only for the weights as before, but also jointly for the exact position of abscissas themselves required to make the approximation exact. This is to say that the approximation will be exact when the maximum order of the function that can be determined using n evaluation points is indeed greater than the true order.
Thus half the 2n degrees of freedom (each of the abscissa x k can in theory be chosen independently and different Quadrature schemes chose different weights w k ) are allocated to the n weights w k and half to the n abscissas x k (may wish to change notation away from k for nodes and j for powers?). The integration limits (−1, 1) in this last equation are arbitrary and can be mapped onto any other closed interval through a suitable transformation. Solving Equation (1) involves finding the symmetric roots of the Legendre polynomials, an exercise which is possible analytically for small n(< 5). For larger n, weights are tabulated (with precisions) in Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) or available directly within many computational packages (with precisions). So long as n is not varied within the computational process, weights w k and abscissas x k (relative within the interval) only need be evaluated, or inputted once in any numerical routine for use over many integrations.
There are also Gaussian quadrature methods available based on other polynomial expansion systems. Hermite (and Chebyshev) Quadrature is also possible. These are suitable for integrands with asymptotic properties other than those assumed here, for example where an open interval must be considered.
Within certain option pricing problems, the value function can have very high order around certain expiry points. Therefore when choosing the location of fixed points (equivalently tree nodes) their should be strong preferences within for quadrature rules that can adapt well to these non-linear value functions that require integration. Thus methods that can deal effectively with high order dependency around certain known points should prove highly effective in speed and accuracy terms. This is especially so with some exotic options such as barrier options.
Recursive integration
Option pricing typically involves forming expectations over some distribution of two (or more) possible future value functions; continuation (no action) or exercise (termination of the option in favour of the payoff)
1 . Not only must expectations be formed across these two unknown regions, but the current decision threshold must be accurately determined because it is then a key input into the next period's recursive evaluation problem.
Thus within option pricing problems, it is usual that integration will need to be repeated, say m = T/∆t times. This is so that early exercise features or other path dependencies can be incorporated. Indeed the interval between timesteps can be small or large but may need to be modularized to match the option features themselves 2 . A Bermudan call option C t (S t ) with m = T/∆t possible exercise times as a function of current stock price S t would naturally require m integrations (one for each risk neutral expectation) so that each prior option price is defined as a function of a subsequent price function 3 . We define time slices between the current time and maturity in order to implement the recursive iteration.
For ease of exposition these have been presented here evenly spaced in time but that need not always be the case. For American call options these 1 When we look at various different option types it will become clear that continuation may be costless (I t = 0) or costly (I t > 0 for an installment option which may involve relinquishing an instalment call if C t−∆t < I t−∆t ).
2 By comparison most grid and tree schemes are somewhat inflexible and typically have fixed stock/time separations. See Figlewski and Gao (1999) for a notable exception.
3 Theoretically an American option would require m → ∞ integrations but a finite number would provide an approximation. Furthermore Richardson extrapolation could be used to provide an approximation for the limit from several finite values of m. The time interval could be the time to maturity (for a European), interexercise interval (T/M for a Bermudan exercisable on one of M occasions) or the interval between barrier monitoring. For an American it should be the case that ∆t → 0 but in most cases it is set to one trading day 5 .
Times Initial
where the critical exercise price S * t+∆t at the end of the period solves S * t+∆t − X = C t+∆t (S t+∆t ) With the critical price solved and this separation form, the call price at a time slice has a representation through a Black Scholes value (integral of the payoff) and a residual continuation value (integral of a continuation value which itself is more easily modelled as an integral in ln S t+∆t space).
Within the Black Scholes framework Φ 0 (.) is a lognormal density but is converted into a normal density as a function of the natural log of stock price ln S t .
It is the residual integral that requires explicit numerical methods as the Black Scholes like component can be coded using standard cumulative normal formulae. In natural log space, starting from ln S * t+∆t abscissas could be placed at even points down to some lower threshold a fixed number of standard deviations away (the range R).
This allows the integral to be approximated by the quadrature expression containing a sum of the product of a continuation function at the next period, the normal density and the abscissa weights 6 .
Sullivan (2000) was the first 7 to directly apply high order Gaussian Legendre quadrature to a series of integrations recursively in this manner, successfully showing that GL quadrature with very few abscissas was still highly efficient (Table 1 , page 79).
However for multiple periods, as with finite difference and tree methods, many interim option values have to be stored for subsequent use (it would be preferable to calculate and store as small a number of values as possible).
For the quadrature method to be exact (given the maximum order of the function to be integrated), at each iteration stage naive recursion would require n values at the next stage which is effectively equivalent to a nonrecombining tree. If each of the m recursive integrations depends on n terms the total number of calculations grows with n m . Thus without some approximation method, Sullivan's method is subject to the curse of dimensionality that is present in all non-recombining tree methods.
Sullivan's solution was to use a smoothing function to determine interim values of the option function from a smaller number of known values at the next period (eight were found to give reasonable accuracy in his case).
Although leading to an approximation error, this was justified in terms of speed and accuracy because it prevented the compound growth in the number of calculations. Thus he used Chebyshev polynomials (not related to Chebyshev quadrature) to fit the option value function at eight subsequent points for all but one of the m time slices (see Press et. al. for implementation details for evaluation of the polynomial expression).
This use of a smoothing function reduced the number of calculations from n m to mn (a double sum across n and m in his Equation 9) at the expense of accuracy (Sullivan Equation 9) 8 .
The smoothness of payoff function and value functions here are key. Quadrature does not work well when integrating over a discontinuity (in either level or slope due to the high power dependence implied), thus although Sullivan's smoothing function allowed the number of calculations dramatically, it did not fit the option function at each time slice sufficiently well (in level or slope) to allow the most accurate final option prices. Not only do less smooth functions require more abscissas but some of the smoothness present in his integrated function was due to the smoothing function used.
Having determined a new set of prices at the current time slice, the new critical threshold S * t can be determined and the double summation formula again applied to retrieve new option prices at the next time slice.
For American options, Sullivan also used Richardson Extrapolation 9 in interexercise time with geometrically varying intervals to assist numerical evaluation 10 and again discussed the speed accuracy tradeoffs present. While producing American option prices of exceptional speed and accuracy, the techniques introduced by Sullivan can be bettered.
Recursion with recombining abscissas
By contrast, AWDN (2003) employed the same set of abscissas at the next time slice for the calculation of each of the option values at the current time slice (which in turn form the abscissas for the next calculation). Unlike Sullivan's previous case, this is equivalent to a recombining tree. This was possible because the Quadrature integral's limits are referenced with respect to next periods critical value and are not related to the current stock price at all. It is also simple to visualise because with Simpson's rule, the abscissa interval is constant.
Thus AWDN avoided the need for a smoothing function and the attendant error whilst avoiding generating numbers of calculations that explode exponentially. Moreover since characteristics of the abscissas at a time slice are common to estimation of all prior option prices, we can be assured we can avoid integrating over non-linearities for all prior option prices.
AWDN avoided the curse of dimensionality by reusing abscissa values over fixed intervals (as oppose to Sullivan who finessed the issue with a smoothing function) and the total number of evaluations still goes with mn rather than n m .
The improvement that we offer in this paper over the AWDN method, is that we use the more accurate quadrature method employed by Sullivan, thus combing the best features of both papers and avoiding their weaknesses.
As oppose to Sullivan, AWDN's continuation formula uses no smoothing approximation to estimate the function at unobserved points. Instead they reduce the continuation formula to an expression which is exact if the quadrature were exact (which would be the case if the number of abscissas exceeded the order of the unknown function). Adopting the same notation as AWDN we define some terms as a function of current and next periods stock price, Exercise price, risk free rate, dividend yield and volatility (S t , S t+∆t , E, r, D, σ):-
The interim functions A, B allow the value function of interest to be suc-cinctly expressed:-
ky Which in turn leads to a quadrature expression of the form:-
Now, unlike AWDN, the numerical part is tackled using GL quadrature with appreciable gains in accuracy for no extra calculation time.
As mentioned the exercise value integral whose lower limit in log space is also open, is less problematic. Since its integrand is usual linear (and sometimes zero), it can be recovered in N (d) cumulative normal closed form or set to zero.
For the continuation value integral whose upper limit is open, we adopt a fixed upper range, R which is either 7.5 or 10.0 standard deviations above the mean value 11 . Thus the maximum value of the integrand (of continuation values) is set to exceed the minimum value ln S * t 12 by an amount Rσ √ t − ∆t so that the continuation value integral becomes 11 With R ∈ (7.5, 10.0) the maximum probability mass that this omits is tiny. 12 as referenced by the critical value S * t .
define min and max of integral range (1) where weights and abscissas w k , x k are chosen with using GL. Finally, the number of abscissas n t within the range driven interval must be chosen, this is where the speed/accuracy trade off really lies. The number of abscissas was either set to double the (standard deviation) range statistic R or five times R so that in the numerical results the minimum value of n is 15 and the maximum is 50 (have I interpreted equation 4.6 and the preceding pair correctly? What did you do when the value of n was 32.5?). This meant that for the Quadrature routine, several solutions to the Legendre system were stored and used as required.
Option types and benchmark prices
Here we described which options are priced and what benchmark methods are used. Each case is chosen to illustrate a slightly different form of boundary non-linearity.
European call
The first set of option prices that are calculated are Black Scholes, European call values. For these no benchmark method is necessary since "closed form" expressions are available. These expressions do however use cumulative normals which are often evaluated using quadrature themselves!
Discrete and moving barrier options
Secondly we consider barrier options with a down and out feature. Under discrete monitoring, when there are M observations of the underlying at times t i (0, 1, ..., M), the call option has a payoff if and only the process has not fallen below the barrier BAR. If the barrier is breached at one of the sample points, the option pays nothing; however the barrier might be breached between samplings and the option still remain alive. These are recognised as being more difficult to price than plain vanilla options due to the highly non-linear nature of the function near the barrier. Beyond the barrier, the price is zero so no abscissas are required but clearly it is important to place the first abscissa on the barrier. In this section the barrier is constant but the next section deals with a moving barrier case.
To complicate things further, the next option considered is another barrier option but unlike the last case one where the barrier was fixed for all M observations, now it has a distinct value at each sampling date BAR i . Now not only must the non-linear value function be tailored to the barrier at each observation time, it must also accommodate the changing shape of the barrier (what shape did you assume?).
Compound/installment call and Bermudan put
In the spirit of applying the recursive integration method to several problems, we next considered a compound option when on each of M occasions, the holder must decide if it is worth paying an installment (cite installment option paper, Davis, Schachermayer and Thompkins 13 ) amount E i in order to keep the option alive. Here the discontinuity point is centred around C = E i . This is described in 4.3.1 but how its non-linearity really differs from the following cases I am not too sure. Should these results remain -there are a lot of other option types already??
American call with variable strike
We also consider an American call with a strike price that may depend on time. At any time (one of the M times) the call option can be exchanged for the underlying by paying an amount E i (it should be clear from the application how the variable E changes role here from its installment amount).
Finally, we consider the case of a stock that pays M dividends over the period. At each time slice the value of the option and the exercise decision depend on the magnitude of the dividend at that time δ i .
American put with reset feature
Some options have their qualities moderated or augmented though the introduction of a feature where the strike can be reset (usually to a more advantageous level) if circumstances are particularly disadvantageous. For instance, if the stock price reaches a level H its exercise price E can be reset to the H level. This can be true of European and American style options.
These reset options are benchmarked against a Monte Carlo based simulation procedure (see Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) 14 ). The numerical algorithms are complicated by the need to track two sets of option prices at each time slice; one in the unreset and one in the reset condition. These are then used in conjunction, unreset prices are a function of future unreset and reset prices while reset prices are a function of future reset prices alone (the reset condition is irreversible).
Coupled together the two numerical integrations perform the job of pricing an option whose parameters can change during it life.
Spread options
Two dimensional problems can also be tacked using this numerical quadrature method. Exchange options potentially are problems which depend on two stochastic variables. In the case where the ratio of two variables is all that matters, closed form solutions (such as Margrabe (1978) ) are available. However, many option pricing problems are genuinely dependent on two stochastic variables in the sense that the option pricing problem cannot be reduced to a ratio.
Spread options which effectively depend on the difference between two stochastic variables are one such problem (e.g. payoffs such as (S 1,T − S 2,T − E) + ).
GARCH prices
Duan and Simonato (2001) showed how to price options under GARCH volatility. Finally we briefly present some material that prices these options numerically in order to indicate that conditional volatility can also be incorporated into these
Summary of option types
With the exception of the reset spread and GARCH options, the options described in this paper can be summarised through the following table:-To repeat the methodology once more, the critical point that defines separation between continuation and termination of the option must first be established at a time slice.
14 200,000 sample paths were utilised with a control variate.
Call option type(M)
∆t 
For call options, the value of exercise conditional on next period's price is a linear function of the stock price in the lower region. For call options, the value of continuation conditional on next periods price is an integral of a non-linear function of stock price in the upper region.
Then the integral that can be completed in closed form is completed directly and the maximum and minimum limits of integration are established for the numerical integral.
Values of the option price at the current time are then calculated at the abscissa values that will be required at the next iteration. This is the key step to avoiding the use of an approximating function (as Sullivan was forced to do). This was not problematic for AWDN since their absciccas were evenly spaced and it is not problematic with our GL setup because although the abscissas are not evenly spaced, the spacing is still fixed by the minimum and maximum integration limits (this is measured in terms of standard deviations of the underlying process distribution generally we used either 7.5 or 10.0 standard deviations) and within this interval by the solutions to Equation (1)and the maximum assumed order within the quadrature. These are know before the option prices at the prior period therefore they can be fixed beforehand.
Thus we effectively produce something akin to a recombining tree where all "nodes" (abscissas) serve all prior nodes directly without the need for interpolation or approximation.
Lastly the process is repeated, i.e. commence numerical integration to determine the early exercise point (if any) at the previous time slice. New abscissas are based from this value in a similar manner and, the sequence is repeated for all the other prior time slices in turn until the initial option price is determined.
Benchmark methods
The simplest options (European) employ the Black Scholes solution directly. The straight American options employ a Cox Ross Rubinstein Binomial Tree with Black Scholes penultimate values and Richardson extrapolation (so called BBSR). Ritchken's method is used for the barrier options.
For the reset option and for option pricing under the GARCH process, we employ the simulation benchmark method developed by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) . Here path dependent options are valued using a simulation method and a sequential cross sectional regression to estimate the continuation function and therefore the early exercise payoff decision. Although this method has its difficulties and biases, it (like quadrature) is easy to implement and does not suffer the curse of dimensionality.
For the other option types, we employ the methodology described as its own benchmark. That is to say that, for a given computational time, in order to check the accuracy of the methodology proposed, we benchmark quick to evaluate prices against much longer time to calculate prices. Although self referential 16 , this does allow some measure of convergence times to be estimated if not absolute errors.
Essentially then the process of benchmarking prices becomes one of examining the speed-accuracy convergence properties of the method itself as oppose to verifying zero bias against an independent benchmark.
Results
Tables of results (1-10) are appended after the reference section and break down into single, multiple and integrations with respect to conditional volatility.
Single integration
For European call options, Table 1 shows the convergence properties of the numerical integration method as a function of the range statistic R and the factor (comparable to AWDN's K) which represent the number of abscissas used. As can be seen, the times (in seconds) are similar magnitude and the absolute mean squared error (AMSE 17 ) for the 24 options priced (three exercise prices, two each of interest rates, volatilities and maturities). Increasing the factor is comparable to increasing AWDN's K, both of which increase accuracy (with an adverse affect on speed). The Table is comparable with  AWDN's Table 1 Result for Bermudan's options are available but not reported here, instead a more difficult type of discretely monitored option was considered, that of barrier options where the value function can be highly non-linear near the barrier.
Multiple integration
The benefits of a more accurate numerical method really come to light when integration must be repeated. We present results for Barrier options (when a barrier encounter would nullify the option), Compound options (where installments may be necessary to keep the option alive) and American options (where early call exercise may be triggered either by a dividend payment or the prospect of an increasing exercise price).
Barriers
Barrier monitoring either occurs on M = 5, 6 or 125 occasions (other parameters are as shown in the table caption) but to make the problem even more challenging, a moving barrier (with sawtooth behaviour 90, 91, 92, 94, 90) was considered.
For these discrete barriers and moving barrier options, Table 2a shows the relative speed and accuracy against the benchmark for the GL technique with factors F from 2 to 5 compared to the Simpson and extended Simpson's methods (with K 0 s from 6-12). As can be seen, the AMS error rates and computational times (against the benchmark) compare very favourably with those from AWDN. For comparable (but slightly shorter computational times) the GL method espoused 17 AMSE is defined with respect to the known benchmark (Black Scholes in this case) prices p * .
AMSE =
here produces an AMSE that is many orders of magnitude greater than Simpson based rules. Alternatively, for the same AMSE accuracy, computational times would be considerably faster. Table 2b shows results for Compound calls as well as Bermudan puts. In both situations a periodic decision must be taken, whether or not to continue or stop now. In the two cases the stopping decision is different because in the compound option it implies non-payment of the next installment (relinquishment) while for the Bermudan it implies early exercise (obtain stock net of exercise price). Continuation also has different interpretations in each case, firstly for the compound option it implies payment of the installment amount while for the Bermudan no action is required in order to continue. "Monitoring" for the purpose of decision taking was effected either M = 4, 6 times over the life of the option for the compound and 6, 125 for the Bermudan, the final exercise price was 95 or 105 while the installment amounts (on all but the last monitoring dates) were either 2 or 3 (monetary units).
Compound/ Bermudan
Other parameters were as shown in the Table caption. Again it can be seen that for comparable or faster computational times, far more accurate AMSE's were achieved.
American
The most commonly priced path dependent option is the American, here early call exercise is either triggered by the future opportunity cost of a stock dividend or potentially higher exercise prices in the future (increasing strikes can be transformed into a dividend opportunity cost). Table 2c shows results for American calls with changing strike prices (increasing by 0.5 or 1 per period) and constant strike but on a stock which pays dividends (2 or 3 units per period). Other parameters are shown in the Table caption. Here monitoring should be highly frequent for correspondence with American options but M = 3, 6, 12 were implemented only.
Results are similar between the GL and Simpson's methods as before, with far greater order of magnitude accuracy against the benchmark for the former methods with comparable computational times only.
Speed accuracy tradeoff for Bermudan's
For a much greater number of options (625 18 ), errors were formed for Bermudan puts across a range of methods; namely a Binomial tree, binomial with Black Scholes penultimate prices and Richardson extrapolation (BBSR), an Adaptive Mesh Model (AMM), AWDN's method (Simpson) also with Richardson extrapolation (Ext) and finally the two methods developed by this paper, GL with range factor of 7.5 and 10.0. Figure 1 shows a plot of the RMSE against calculation time for the range of methods. The vertical axis is RMSE while the horizontal axis is calculation time, thus the most desirable region for a method to occupy is the bottom left corner where errors and times are both small.
Tree based methods (binomial, BBSR and AMM) are fast but not very accurate (top left), Simpson based quadrature (with K = 6, 8, 10, 12) (and Ext is extrapolation across pairs 6, 8 8, 10 10, 12 of K) are more accurate but take considerably more time (centre right) while the GL based methods are not only slightly quicker (on average) but are orders of magnitude more accurate. In fact the GL method with a range factor of 10 has an average RMSE of 10 −14 , accuracy which approaches that of single digit machine precision 19 . Moreover the methods with the highest convergence rate (greatest decrease in order of RMSE for increase in computational time) are the GL quadrature methods, that is to say that for a given increase in computational time, the GL methods produce the greatest decrease in RMSE.
Again for a much larger number of down and out barrier call options (500 20 ) Figure 2 shows the speed accuracy tradeoff for this more sensitive option type against the Simpson methods and Ritchken's benchmark method. However, here too the GL technique performs admirably. Again the pattern is repeated that the simplest and speediest techniques are the least accurate, Simpson based quadrature is more accurate but slower while GL based quadrature is no slower (in fact again slightly quicker) but orders of magnitude more accurate in terms of RMSE. 18 With initial S = 100 and monitoring of M = 52 for weekly, a range of five exercise prices E ∈ (80, 90, 100, 100, 120), volatilies σ ∈ (20, 30, 40, 50, 60) %, risk free rates r ∈ (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) % and dividend yields δ ∈ (0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10) % were used.
19 Of course most machine packages have worked to double precision for some time but the error rates revealed here are still unparalleled. 20 With initial S = 100 and monitoring of M = 52 for weekly, a range of exercise prices E ∈ (90, 95, 100, 105, 110), barriers of (70, 75, 80, 85) volatilies σ ∈ (20, 30, 40, 50, 60) %, risk free rates r ∈ (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) % were used.
Multiple integration, multiple prices
As well as tracking time slices, many options require the tracking of several different prices at each time slice.
Reset options
The reset options described earlier are challenging to price because not only must many time slices be integrated to capture the periodic reset monitoring but as mentioned two sets of prices must also be tabulated to capture the conditionality between the unreset and reset prices. Tables 3 and 4 show the values of European and American reset puts with daily reset monitoring. The benchmark model is a Monte Carlo simulation with 200,000 sample paths and a control variate was employed (the option without reset feature). Table 3 contains the results for a reset upward to 120 (if 120 is encountered) while Table 4 contains the reverse, a decrease in strike to 90 (if 90 is encountered). The change in strike and chance of strike change generate mixed effects so it is difficult to say a priori which option should be the more valuable.
The results in both tables show that for each parameter set, the method does indeed converge toward a limiting value as the factor F is increased from 3 to 5 (although clearly computational time goes up). Furthermore this limit is almost always within one standard error of the average Monte Carlo price, indicating that this method performs well given that it is much quicker than the MC method.
Foreign exchange options
Modelling two stochastic variables over time allows complex exchange options to be priced. Clearly payoffs that relate to the straight ratio of two currency levels are simple currency options but Quantos are one example of a more complex payoff other than a ratio based on two processes. Spread options are also examples where dependency cannot be reduced to the ratio (a univariate problem).
Two dimensional quadrature is also possible where a plane is considered rather than just a line section. Appropriate limits need to be considered and the quadrature functions themselves change slightly but otherwise things proceed similarly to the previous cases. Table 5 shows results for European exchange options, although simple to price using the ratio numeraire, these form a highly effective checking method of the two dimensional technique since the Margrabe (1978) formula gives the exact result. For 16 option prices and their errors against the Margrabe formula, Table 5 gives us comfort that the two dimensional integration is indeed working satisfactorily.
The real challenge in two dimensions is a problem that cannot be solved in closed form such as the spread. Table 6 shows the convergence properties of the spread option as a function of the factor. Larger factors are required here because of the two dimensional nature of the problem at hand, however the speed accuracy tradeoff is still extremely good.
Integration under conditional volatility
GARCH option pricing
For good measure we also include some results for option pricing under GARCH processes. Based on Duan's work (1995), (2001) . Tables 7-10 show the results of the numerical procedures described in this paper applied to and benchmarked against Duan's problem and solution.
Conclusion
In terms of price convergence, it matters what sort of numerical integration method you use, especially for the highly non-linear option functions that exotics possess.
It also matters how evaluation points are determined at times prior to maturity. This is true not only for the location of the numerical integration boundary but also for all values inbetween if a smoothing function and the attendant problems is to be avoided.
It is possible to encompass the best aspects of other leading papers in this area in order to produce superior results. It is also possible to combine quadrature methods with other option pricing techniques in order to price barriers, compound and American options as well as two dimensional and two layered problems such as spread and reset problems. GARCH features can also be incorporated.
The RMSE errors obtained using this improved technique approach single machine precision and are unparalleled. We recommend the adoption of this new technique for all applications where speed and accuracy are important. In Table2 
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1.00E-01 The put option observation frequency is daily and the reset period is three month from now. The parameters are S=100,K=100,H=120, T=1, sigma=0.3/0.5/0.7, r=0.04/0.06/0.08/0.10.We compute our method's value with "Factor"=3/4/5.Monte Carlo value is based on 200000 paths with control variate. L represents the lower bound of Monte Carlo value with three standard deritions and U is corresponding upper bound of Monte Carlo value with three standard derivitions The call option observation frequency is daily and the reset period is three month from now. The parameters are S=100, K=100,H=90, T=1, sigma=0.3/0.5/0.7, r=0.04/0.06/0.08/0.10.We compute our method's value with "Factor"=3/4/5.Monte Carlo value is based on 200000 paths with control variate. L represents the lower bound of Monte Carlo value with three standard deviations and U is corresponding upper bound of Monte Carlo value with three standard deviations. 
